
Mustang Tennis Fall 2020 
Welcome to Mustang Tennis! We are excited for the upcoming season and expect it to be 

a great one. Below are guidelines about the class period, practices, travel, uniforms and challenge 
matches. Please sign and return the last page to Coach Powell. If you have any questions, please 
ask for clarification before signing. 

 This document can be found on the tennis website as well as on the team Google 
Classroom. To add the Google Classroom you must be logged in to your MFISD Google account 
and use code id5g5rs. We will also be using the “Remind” app to quickly be able to 
communicate reminders and scores to parents and players. To be added to the “Remind” group 
please see the link on the website, Google Classroom or ask Coach Powell. 
 
Tennis Class: 
 If you are on the team it is ideal you are in the tennis class. If you are a multi sport athlete it 
should not be difficult to change athletic class periods as you enter new sport seasons. As per 
campus policy if you are going to be at the tennis courts during 8th period you must be on the 
tennis class roster. During Fall tennis we will be departing from campus during 8th period to 
get to away matches on time, if you are not in the class you will not be able to travel or will miss 
instruction time in your 8th period class. Class space is limited to about 30 due to court space. To 
be added to the tennis class you must: 
-Be cleared in Rank One (have all physical and UIL paperwork turned in) 
-Attend tryouts and make the varsity, JV or freshman lineup. If you miss tryouts in August, you 
must attend two weeks of after school practice to see if you qualify for the lineup before getting a 
schedule change.  
-If you are not passing ALL classes during try out periods you will not be admitted to the class. 
-If you become ineligible to compete or travel due to conduct code violations (team policy 
violations or classroom violations like ISS) or become ineligible due to  failing grades you can 
be removed from the class.  
-If you choose to or are no longer able to compete, travel or be a part of the team you can also be 
removed from the class so that there is class space for eligible team members.  
 
Practices: 

When school begins practices will be held 4:00pm.-6:00pm Monday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday. Wednesday practices will be optional unless weather has canceled another practice 
that week. If a practice gets cancelled we may require Wednesday attendance to prepare for 
Friday matches. Coaches may be present during regular practice times on Wednesday but if 
players need to attend tutoring, have doctors appointments, or catch up on rest and family time 
they are free to do so on Wednesdays without penalty. Almost every Tuesday and Friday in 
September we will be playing district matches. It is crucial that players are at practice with the 



team during our scheduled practice times. Players will be expected to attend every practice 
however grades are also an important priority. Players who are in the class period will receive a 
20-30 minute study hall period during the class period to work on assignments or talk to other 
teachers before going to the courts if needed. All players are expected to be dressed out and on 
the courts by 4:00pm. 

If a practice is missed (or needs to be missed) a coach needs to me notified at least 24 
hours ahead. If you have communicated with coach and the absence is excused when you 
return to practices the player will be asked to complete a workout to make up the time and 
work missed.  

- 1 laps around all 8 courts 
- 1 superset  
- 1 sets of lines (touching every line and back on 1 court twice) 

 - 10 skaters (each leg) 
If the absence is unexcused and not communicated with a coach at least 24 hours in 
advance (i.e. “I just needed to run errands”, “I forgot my shoes”, “I missed a deadline and 
have to go make it up.”) Then the workout will need to be completed twice before returning 
to practice. If you are an athlete participating in multiple sports that’s great!! We 
encourage multi-sport athletes and are committed to supporting kids participating in 
multiple sports. Please communicate your schedule with coach as soon as possible so 
solutions can be made ASAP if there are any conflicts with practice or matches. 

 
 

*This exercise circuit is not meant to be a punishment. If school or work (as adults) is ever 
missed for any reason, the work missed does not simply go away. While you were gone (for 

whatever reason) your team continued to work hard. You are expected to make up some of the 
work you missed.* 

 
*On optional Wednesdays no one will be penalized if they need to miss practice. If players 

need to make appointments, make up tests or go to tutoring they will not be required to 
complete the workout when they return on Thursday. * 

 
 
Equipment needed for practices and matches: 
- Racket 

- Court shoes (no black soles or running shoes) 
- Shorts, tennis skirt or athletic leggings (no jeans) 
- Reusable Water bottle (to prevent spreading germs “waterfalling” under the water 

cooler is not permitted. If your water bottle is forgotten, tell coach so that a solution can be 
found.) 



 
 
Challenge matches and roster: 
    For Fall tennis season it is a team competition. There are varsity positions for 9 boys and 9 
girls. Each player is expected to play both doubles and singles for each match. There will be 3 
boys doubles teams, 3 girls doubles teams, and 1 mixed doubles team. The top 6-7 players will 
be expected to play their singles match following their doubles match and we will have 2 
traveling alternates. Each individual match played counts as 1 point for your team. Each team 
match ends when a team earns 9 points. The first team to 9 points (or 9 matches won) wins.  

A preliminary ladder will be made pre season that will include all players. Players are 
able to challenge ONE place above them on the ladder. If the challenger wins they will move up 
one place on the ladder and the player who lost will move down one place on the ladder. Players 
are allowed to challenge 1 time per week. You may not challenge and then re-challenge the next 
day. The top 8 on the ladder will travel with varsity. If you are unhappy with your standing on 
the ladder, request to challenge. Since practice days are limited players may have to work 
together to organize a time outside of practice to complete challenge match. Always talk to coach 
and get the challenge approved before scheduling or playing a challenge.  

All challenge matches will be in the same format as our district matches. 2 out of 3 sets 
no add scoring. (If you split sets play a 10 point tiebreaker for the 3rd set) 

If you ever have any questions or concerns about challenge matches or ladder boards 
please communicate with a coach.  

 
 

Matches and Travel: 
Players are expected to stay at home matches and support their team until ALL matches 

are played and the teams shake hands. If there is a scheduling conflict and they must be signed 
out it needs to be cleared with a Coach at least 24 hours in advance. We all have homework to do 
and families to get home to but when the team plays together we stay together and support. In 
team tennis every match counts as a point for the overall team score. Just because YOU have 
finished your match does not mean that the team match is over. Athletes are expected to stay, 
support and shake hands with the opposing team when the match is completed.  

All players are expected to travel to and from away matches with the team on the bus. If 
this is an issue or parents wish to sign out their player after the match is completed the coach 
must be notified at least 24 hours in advance. Memories are made, bonds are formed and pre 
match instructions are given during travel. When players are driven separately they are removed 
from the team experience and can miss instruction. If there is ever a scheduling conflict and you 
feel you need to sign out your player early please communicate with coaches as soon as possible 
so that a solution can be found. 
 



Spectators and Coaching: 
As per UIL rules, NO PARENTS OR SPECTATORS ARE ALLOWED TO 

COACH THEIR PLAYERS WHILE ON COURT OR COMMUNICATE WITH THEM.  
If you see a player needs help (coaching, injury, an on court dispute, or needs to be 

brought water ext.) please find a coach. Coaches are the only ones allowed on court and the only 
ones allowed to give instruction. “Helping” with scores or line disputes is also against UIL 
rules. If there is an issue on court, players are responsible for working it out together or finding a 
coach to help settle the dispute.  

However, SUPPORT and ENCOURAGEMENT CAN be given. Yelling “Nice shot”, 
“keep fighting”, “great point” or “great hustle” are very appropriate. Giving positive support is 
greatly encouraged.  

 
Players-you are expected to represent your school with class and pride in ALL 

match situations. This includes: 
- No ball abuse 
- No racket abuse (this includes slamming the racquet into your foot) 
- No negative shouting or yelling (Positive self-encouragement is ok. For 

example, “let’s go!” after winning a tough point is ok. 
If you are not representing your school with pride you will be given ONE warning and 

then you will be pulled from the court. If you are pulled your team will forfeit and lose that 
match and you will be expected to complete the following workout before being allowed back on 
the court to play for practice or a match again. 

-5 laps around all 8 courts or 5 laps around the track 
-5 supersets 
-50 burpees 
-50 skaters (each leg) 
-50 pushups 
-Sprint up the home side bleachers (walk or jog down) 10 times 

*This must be completed in 1 day. You may not do half one day and half another day. A 
coach, sponsor, or parent must be present while you complete the workout. DO NOT DO THIS 

WORKOUT ALONE OR WITHOUT BREAKS. You may take breaks between exercises as 
needed but it needs to be completed in under 2.5 hours. Coaches cannot supervise the workout 

during practice times. If a coach is needed to be present you must set up a time outside of 
practice time or on Wednesdays or Saturday.  

*If you are late and the bus has to leave without you, you will do the above workout 
before being eligible to travel again. 

BEING ON TIME IS AN IMPORTANT LIFE SKILL TO PRACTICE.  
DON’T EVER MISS YOUR BUS 

 



Uniforms: 
Varsity: 

Home uniform boys and girls: purple polo with black bottoms (players supply 
their own black bottoms of choice. The purple polo is a team issued shirt) 

Away uniform boys: White dri fit logo shirt and gold shorts (team issued) 
Away uniform girls: white logo tank top and purple Nike shorts (team issued) 

 
         JV & Traveling Alternates: 

-Mustang Tennis T-shirt and black bottoms. 
*Alternates need to be dressed, packed and ready to compete when traveling with 

the team although they may not be guaranteed a match. They are expected to stay and support, 
watch and learn during matches even if they are not on court.  

**PLAYERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING SURE THE UNIFORM IS WASHED 
AND PACKED FOR THE DAY OF THE MATCH.** 

 
It is NEVER your parents fault if you are unprepared. If you are not in uniform for a match you 

will be expected to complete the workout as if you missed practice two times. 
You need to have your “Away” uniform ready for EVERY Tuesday and your “Home” 

uniform ready for EVERY Friday. 
 

Players are expected to return all team issued uniforms and gear washed and in-tact at the end of 
the season. 

 
 
Letter Jackets 

In order to receive a letter in tennis you must play on the varsity roster in both Fall and 
Spring seasons OR two Fall seasons or two Spring seasons 2 years in a row. 

 
 
 
 

**If you, as a player or parent ever have a question or issue please communicate with a coach as 
soon as possible so that a solution can be made. These guidelines are to help teach our players 
responsibility, pride, and help grow a positive team culture. We are committed to making your 
years in the tennis program beneficial not only in improving your tennis game but also giving 

you an opportunity to grow in character as a young adult and create positive memories and 
friendships together. If an issue ever arises please communicate with a coach. We are committed 
to our players and parents but if we are unaware of an issue or conflict it is difficult for us all to 

come to a solution.** 



 
Coaches Contact info:  
Joe Powell- 

Email: jpowell@mfisd.txed.net  
(830) 385-1848 

 
Mustang Tennis Twitter is updated with scores, accomplishments and info follow if interested: 

@MFMustangTennis  
  

mailto:jpowell@mfisd.txed.net


 
I, _________________________________(player name) understand all the rules, expectations 
and consequences outlined above and will do my BEST to comply with all policies and 
understand that if I ever have a question or conflict I am responsible for communicating with a 
coach about it as soon as possible. 

 
 

Player signature: ______________________________________ 
 
 
I, ________________________________ (parent name) understand the above rules, 
expectations and consequences outlined above and understand that I can contact coaches at any 
time if I have any questions or issues. 
 
 
Parent Signature: ____________________________________ 
 
 
 
Player phone number ____________________________________ 
 
Parent phone number ___________________________________ 
 
 


